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ABSTRACT
Three changes in trial procedure are propOsed to

minimize the effects of individual juror bias and those biases that
are artifically induced by lawyers: Since 'certain persOnarity types
are likely to maintain whatevep prejudices,they, bring to court, no
one should be exempted from juri duty unleps he is ment4ly ;etarded
or physicellrincapacitated.in a way that makes jary service
impossible'.. This would not elimihate juror bid-8 but would broadee the
venire in order' to more accurately reflect tht biases of the total
communitk. Second, since most jurors haire a verdict in miind before
they leave the jury box, unanimous verdicts should be .eliminated..
This would decrease the effect of indiyidual 'biased of either the
majority or minorityin jury 'deliberations. Third, lawyer-derived
biases may be eliminated by doing away with both cause and peremptory
challenges. Too often lawyers use jury selection as means to seat
jurors who have biases favorable to their side, of the case. Also, in
many cases, prospective jurors learn to give the "right" answer,
glossihg over their actual feelings. (Author/DE)
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41. It is comforting to believe that each criminal defendant ili N

co ,

A ,

r-I this country.gets a "fair trial," a proceeding in which a jury pre-
-,,

1.

10

doubt. UnfOrtunately,

the juridical idealof the 'fair trial'-;-. ...the
impartial juror, the representative panel, and the challenge

. . .the several philosophical-legal tenets that Underlie

. -:- ... ../

r-I . ,

sumes him innocent unless he is proven guilty beyond a reasonable
.

,

method--are filled with ambiguities and at war with one

1' J another.1
,

Support for Professor Robert Blauner's conclusion exists in the

research being conducted on the'traInsmission!of information by

participants in a trial--most frequently, the attorneysrand the

receipt of information by members of thejury. The underlying

pattern of this research suggests that juror biases are so pervasive

le7
and varied that a fair trial, aS commonly defined, is presently a

legal fiction. At the samelime, lawyers, not only capitalize'on

these biases but often seek to create additional ones through the

1

tactics that 'they employ. Consequently, minimizing-the injustices

which result from the combined biases warranta:. ructural changes

in the conduct of criminal ttialb.

Experimental data confirm the notion,tAt certain personality

types are likely to maintain whatever prejudices they bring to

court, regardless. of the evidence and testimony which is presented

to them. Janis found that cettain established personalities are

relatively Uninfluenced by persuasion of any kind.2 Among them. /

are individuals who, display social withdrawal tendencies; individuald

who are constricted in their ability to respond empathically to

varied stimuli; and those who are compelled t ransfer deep-seated

hostilities to elements in their environment.

aro
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Extrapolating from an attitude'survey p. Rbkeach and Vidmar,

it seems likely that jurors favoring the d .th penalty constitute

another personality grpup which will bring assorted 4ler biases
(

intothecourtroom.Suchjurorsaremoresuthovitarian, dogmatic,
A

and punitive than those against-capital praishOei#;3 hence the

likelihood that.they, too, will not surrender prejudices easily.
i

A third grotip of jurors'emotionallylpi-Ogrammed for biased

responses is composed of memberd of racial Minority'gx'dups. Such

individuals' often have aosystemic" bias, believing tnat law and the

judicial system which incorporates itare inherently punitive, not

helpfai 4 Accordingly, such jurors may be ditiint#rested in listening

ctively to the case of the prosecutor or th%defense,_preferring

to make arbitrary and capricious dedisions about the fate of a

defendant.

As to specific sources and effects of jOror biases, there are

as many as there are researchers to s.tasty_tham....z For..,one, consider
,

able evidence exists which identifies the aUthoritarian personality

as a,major source of bias, in a juror. Legant found that even. though

all of her experimental jurprs saw the same, videotaped, simulated
fr

trial, those"jurors who scored high on a measure of, authoritarianism

\
.

.

\liked the defendant in the case significantly Jess and suggested
1 .

significantly longer sentence for him than did jurors who :scored

ow. Equally revealing, was the result that "high authoritarianS".

attributed responsi4lityi, to an accused against whom there was

little or ambiguous/ evidence more often than did "low authoritarians."5
I

p

Resultssults of Legant's work correlate' with. Boehm's earlier findings

e
that both authoritarians' and antiAuthoritarians tend to distort

. i,
it

evidence which i'presented to them.6

3
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The comparative status of the detndaht and juror also biases

jury. verdicts. Snyder's study compared decisions of members of

all male juries with those of mixed juries' and found that "inferior

status" litigants' chances of winning are increased-when confronting

amale-female jury and decreased when facing a male ?jury. In

addition, jury members, regarded as having superior status (white,

adult males, with positions in business) favored inferior status''

litigants, and vice versa.?

The social and political attitudes of jurors are a third area

of potential bias, particularly in "political" trials. During the

trial of-the "Harrisburg Seven," Jay Schulman and his associates

discovered that affiliation with certain "traditionary" religions,

a high level of education, and high media exposure in a prospective

juror would probably result in a vote agAinst defendants associated

with a liberal position on social and political issues..8 In
P

attempting to impanel a jury for the trial of Huey P. Newton, Charles.

Garry revealed an endemic racism in the white suburbanites who

were to dominate the Newton jury.9 Rokeachand'Vidmar, when testi-
,

fying at a murder trial in 1971, identified additional sources and
. .

effects of bias within potential juror populations. Strong anti-

black attitudes frequently exist in older, poorer,. less educated

,

whites, who are regular church goers an& probably not single.
10

Poor defendants will often fare poorly among jurors of very higi

income or education, with males being more "anti-poOr!' than females.11

And results from simulated jury deliberation's, derived independently

by two sets of researchers,, suggest that perceived belief. and

attitude dissimilarity between'a defendant and a juror is an even

stronger determinant of discrimination and rejection than is race;

and such dissimilarity results in the dispensation of more severe
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verdicts.12 In additio'n, Mitchell and 18131270, one of the teams of

investigators, demonstrated that in the.high authoritarian, these

propensities ate even stronger.13

The role call of biases could continue, but it would not alter

the obvious conclusion that an individual's personality structure,

values, and attitudes are going to 14es hi-TTin one direction or

'another and to one extent or. another. Any proposak, however`,

which attempts to minimize the effectof individual juror bias

should also control the biases deliberately'Created by lawyers

during the voir dire proceedings, since biases garnered here affect

the ultimate outcom& of a trial. As Professor Blauner has observed,,

Despite its theoretical function /To guarantee a neutral,
objective, and relatively unbiased'jurg, the voir dire
is in reality a contest between the two adversaries
toward the goal of selecting the jury which is most
.favorable to his side.14

One technique for constituting such a jury is the long and exces-

sively detailed voir dire. Through such an examination, a lawyer

can arouse prejudices, develop false issues which are tangential

to his case, and use appropriate repetitions or omissions to em-
.

phasize certain evidence or to derogate it.15

A second, more specific attempt to bias a jury uses the voir

dire to argue the attorney's case. Broeder revealed that

after observation of a series of twenty -three con-
secutively tried jury trial cases held in a midwestern
federal district-lcourt over an eighteen month period,
one researcher Concluded that the voir dire is more
effectively used as a forum for indoctrination than as
a-screening mechanismP°

Similar findings were reported by Saul Mendiowitz in Delay in the

Courts. In making a content analysis of voit dire exchanges, he

found that attorneys spent over one half the time at their volt

dire preparing the jury for the case to be presented, instead of

5



asking questions. which perta9ied to the jurors' qualifications.17
, -

A third and uncontrollable perversion of voir Aire occurs

when an attorney

selection is most
,

a weak indictment

deliberately selects "weak-minded" jurors.18 Such
1.

likely to occur when a propecutoz knows he has

or a defense;attamey believes his client guilty.
-

In such cases, the theoretically desirable, objective juror becomes

an anathema. Instead, the 11m91 of the hour" is easily swayed by

sympathetic appeals;19 or is filled with low self-esteem and\feelings

of personal inadequacy, thusbeing highly persuasible;20 or seems

shady enough himself to be able to identify with a weasely defendant.21

Generally, then, lawyers use voir dire to line up prejudices as\

bast they can in favor of their clients.

Three changes in trial procedure would minimize the effects of

indi idual juror, bias and eliminate those biases 4hich are

artificially induced by lawyers, thus actualizing the ideal of the

.
.

fair trial. First, no one should be exempted from jury duty unless
.

. \
.

he is mentally retarded or phyeically incapacitated in a way whiCh

would make jury service impossible. Oecupationalpxemptions for

tend to mitigate against tho ghtful jury decisions.

Exemption is given to s e professional people who yould
seem to be best qualifie to serve. . .The subtraction.
of relatively intelligent classes means that it is an
understatement to describe a jury., . .as a group of'twelye
people ofaaverage ignorance. Therp is no guarantee that
members of a particular jury may nt be quite untwually
ignorant, credulous., .narrow-min ed, or biased.2

one,

Other unwarranted exclusions from jury atels

the chillenge for cause, if a potential%jdro says

changeable opinion abodt a case, or,theTereiptory

he holds any opinions about the forthcomingcase.

of such disqualification was expressed,by attorney

result through

he has an un-

cha4enge, if

l'he futility

teisler:
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. ',the rule which disqualifies persons who have formed
or expressed an opinion. based on information other than
the original evidence is, in these times.of rapid
dissemination of news, an absurd anachronism. .It
furnishes an easy method to escape jury duty; it invites
fraud and perjury.2),

Although ZeisLer made his statement eighty years ago, a similar

point of view was expressed more recently 14 Professor Blauner,

in reference to the Huey Newton trial;

A juror without significant bias .. .is. almost
non-existent. Further, such a state of mind might not
even be desirable--Lit is suggestive. of7 a person of
apathy, ignorance, even stupidity, or at least someone
.who is not living in today's' social world.24

Reducing the categoiies of ineligible jurors would urinate

jurortbiases, nor is itmeani to. Historically, a jury was intended
Ski

to re4ect thetmoraia,. valuescand prejudices of'a community.

g

But eliminating exemptions,broadens the venire; juries would more

"accurLtely refledt the b4.ases. of the total community. Rokeach

1

and Vidip* ar attest to the desirabilityof this goal in maintaining

that y

,$
. ; .the best way of coming closer to the ideal of an
impartial jury would be a selection procedure in which
the biases of various segments of the population have
an equal chance of being represented; thus cancelling
one anpther to a greater extent than is presently the
case.27

If community biases still were inadequately represented, larger

juries could be constituted to produce a more statistically reflec-

' tire sample. _being an appropriately broad, legally constituted,

eographical unit, such as a county, should also diversify and thus

minimize, the effects of any single bias on a giVen jury. .,

. ,

- Presumably, most Citizens, complete withbiases, are now

. eligible for jury service. A second change in trial procedure

necessarily follows: verdicts in criminal cases must be replaced

by-a two thirds pr simple majority vote of guilt or innocence.
,

\ 7
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Legal precedent for such a change is already evolving. ,Johnson

v. Louisiana, a 1972 case, has ruled that a unanimous verdict of

guilt.is not etdue process requirement in state criminal cases26

Although Johnson v. Louisiana does not address itself to mon-unani-

mous verdicts of acquittal, the logic-of such a. total change is

inescapable. At the outset.-of the criminal trial process, a grand

jury determines whether a man will face an indictment and be placed

in jeopardy. Even so, it is not required to reach a unanimous'

verdict. Why, then, should a pe1tit jury, composed of people-with-

similar biases and inexpertise, be expected to display greater

certainty and omniscience?, As for the actual process of delibera-

tion within the jury room, a majority vote ha's more validity than
.'

a unanimous verdict. To begin, most jurors apparently have a ver-

dict in mind before leaving the jury boi.27 Therefore, unless they

all leave with the same opinion, one of three things will happen.

The majority will convince the minority to change its opinion

through intimidations exhaustion, or fear of censure. Or, the

minority will engage in an endurance contest with the original

majority, perhaps achieving, a change in vote, although not nece-

ssarily a real change in the opinion of the majority. Or, a hung

jury will result.if the members of the minority or,the majority

are equally non-persuasible. In the first two instances, a unani-

mous verdict would be a fraud; in the last situation, it become's

a meaningless requirement.

While the preceding two changes neutra/ize the effects of

juror biases, a fj.na1 trial procedure mast be modified to eliminate

lawyer- derived, biases. Challenges for use and'pereMpiory

challenges both should be eliminated. In effect, lawyers would

no longer conduct a voir dire but would concentrate exclusively

on the presentation of a case to the jury. Drastic as this
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suggestion ,may sound, there is some legal precedent and logical

justification for it. As early as 1919, the United States Supreme

Court concluded that there is nothing in the Constitution that

requires the granting arperemptory challenges.28 ,As to challenges

for cause, voir dire questions don't always work; that's, they

don't always keep the "bad guys" off of a jury. In commenting on

the Newton 'case, Ann Fagan Ginger noted ,that ". . .many prospective

jurors had learned to give the 'right' answer, glossing over some

of their actual feelings."29 The Harrisburg Seven trial offered

mora-4framatic evidence that even the most thorough voir dire and

field investigations'of prospective jurors can bCcountered. Paul

Cowan, journalist who interviewed seven jurors after the trial,

found that the_two jurors who were holdouts had either lied or

deliberately misled attorneys with their responses." Next, even

when biases are revealed, it is often difficult to separate an

individual's preconceptions from his ability to act in a detached

manner. The presence of biases does not necessarily make a person

unfit for "fair" decisionmaking in various kinds of trials. Too,

interrogation about biases may be counter-productive. Dr.

Bernard Diamond, forensic psychiatrist, examines such a possi-

bility when he says

. . .the person who denies racist,attitudes andsays,
'No, -I will be fair,' may actually be less likely to be
fair than the person who says 'Yes, I do have prejudices,'
because-such a person can consciously cope with his
prejudiced attitudes, make allowances for them, and

negate them in his own mind. And so I'd say, at best
the questioning is not very revealing of a person's true
attitudes and, at worst, it may result

in the selection of prejudiced jurors..J

Ironically, minimizing ju'ry biases in one sense can be achieved

by emphasizing them, in a different contest. If the venire is

broadened and unanimous verdicts eliminated, an individual

1



juror's biases become less important. Simultaneously, the biases

of a total community at a particular time ar more accuratelyand

completely reflected. This is as it should 136, since

itself -initiates L47 case. through its agents,\and the

be looked upon as society reviewing the work df those

"society

jury may. . .

agents. !'32

Indeed, the very law the jury implements is little more than the

Codification of the biases of the majority of a community at any

particular time. As Holmes put it for better or for.worie,

it is perfectly proper to regard the, law simply as a

great anthropological document. . .; as an exercise in
the morphology and transformation of human ideas. . .

who could fail to be interested in the transition through-
the priest's test of truth,--the miracle of the ordeal- -
and the soldiei.'s--the battle of the duel--to the demo
cratic verdict of the jury!33:

O
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